Foreign Film Nites @ the FLTC

Showing:

LES POUPÉES RUSSES

A film by Cédric Klapisch

Five years after their summer together in Barcelona, Xavier (Duris), William (Bishop), Wendy (Reilly), Martine (Tatou) and Isabelle (de France) reunite. Xavier is now thirty. No longer a student, he is not yet a well-balanced, fulfilled adult either. His career is unsatisfying: far from being the renowned novelist he aimed to be he must be content with little jobs such as reporter or ghost writer. His sentimental life is not much better, rhythmed by one night stands and unfinished romances. It looks as if when he seduces a woman beautiful outside and inside such as Kassia or Wendy he can't keep them. Will he ever bring his life into focus?
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